Introduction
Vein imaging methodology is based on the hand biometrical phenomenon where the hemoglobin, the main component of the venous blood, could well absorb the nearinfrared light at the wavelength of 760 nm or 850 nm, while the other components are easily penetrated. Thus the vein images can be captured by CCD or CMOS with a certain set of near-infrared lights group reflecting on the hand or fingers. It can be inferred that vein information-based personalized identification has the advantages of high recognition rate and live body recognition [1, 2] .
There have been at least three kinds of hand vein information-based biometric identification techniques including finger-vein recognition, palm-vein recognition and dorsal-vein recognition. The paper releases the outperformed enhancement methods focusing on the dorsal hand vein information which is easier to be captured. The proposed enhancement method is designed to decrease the influence resulted by the uncontrolled intensity of LED groups, and the specific influential situation could be described as: the stronger the intensity, the higher the global gray value with little visible vein information. On the other hand, the weaker the intensity, the poorer the contrast of the vein and background information. It can be inferred from the above disadvantages that designing a high-robust and well-performed enhancement method is necessary to obtain high recognition rate [3] .
The paper proposes an enhancement method based on the morphological filtering theory to realize high-quality enhancement process, and it covers three main procedures: firstly, the algorithm extract the vein Region Of Interest (ROI), and then adopting the improved White Top-Hat transform (WTH) and Black Top-Hat transform (BTH) methods to get the features of vein detail in both white and black pattern (vein information and background information); Secondly, to construct the filtering function with the self-designed controlling operator representing the gradient changes of the vein edges from the perspective of effective control on the detailed vein information, which well reflects the importance of local detail in multi-scale pattern; Finally, traditional non-linear gray-level transformation function is imported with modality on the parameters to realize the gray normalization. In the evaluation part, the paper respectively design metrics from the perspective of quantization and visual effect, and we perform rigorous experiments with the proposed method and the state-of-the-art enhancement methods on the self-built dorsal vein image databases, and the experimental results illustrate that the multi-scale top-hat theorybased enhancement methods improve the quality and contrast of hand vein images with restrictions on the possibility of enhancement on existing noise information.
Theory foundation

Top-hat transformation
With the development of image structural elements designing methodology, the mathematical morphology theory-based image processing methods has become a more and more important branch of image processing tools with the advantages of locality, parallel computing, fast and easy to implement. The procedure of structural elements-based filtering is to collect the detailed topology distribution of vein image by treating the elements as probe going through every pixel of the image. And the resulted vein image could be obtained without non-vein information. The basic morphological process consists of four main formats including dilate, erosion, morphological open filtering and morphological close filtering, and the specific definition of them are as follows.
Suppose that stands for the input image, stands for the designed structural element, the infinite erosion and dilation process on the gray image based on can be expressed as that the open one can filter the "white-characteristic" pixels that are smaller than the pre-designed structural elements in size, while the closed one filters the dark characteristic pixels. Besides, it should be noted that the global gray level could be maintained during both the open and close operation. It can be concluded from that that the WTH transformation extracts the light character of the input image while the BTH transformation extracts the dark one.
Multi-scale morphological filtering theory
The intensive distribution of the image can be reflected on different scale levels due to the complicity and strong correlation among pixels for the image itself, especially for the image rich in texture characters such as the dorsal vein images. The vein detailed information would be ruined after the operation by the pre-defined structural elements at the same scale level, which is unavoidable, so the paper introduces the methods [3] of extracting the detailed character information at different scale level based on the defined multi-scale structural elements expressed as (7) = 0 ⊕ 0 ⋯ ⊕ 0 ⋯ , − 1 times.
0 is the designed structural element, is the scale parameter implying that the high scale level element is dilated from the low level ones. The selected structural elements are isotropic and square-shaped to ensure the feature preservation after elements-based processing.
3. Vein feature extraction based on the proposed multi-scale transformation
ROI extraction
The rigorous enhancement experiment is performed on the self-built dorsal hand vein image database with a total of 500 images as shown in Fig. 1a , the ROI extraction is designed and placed at the first step to remove the background part and non-vein information, which can also improve the WTH operation effect, the paper designs the ROI process based on the methods in paper [4, 5] .
The first step of ROI extraction is for the median filtering process to remove the noise, and then adopt the fixed threshold (the value is set as 0.5 based on the numerous of experiments statistical analysis) segmentation methods to realize the binarization on the image, the edge extraction is realized with the method "Sobel" after the noise removal and binarization process. The following geometry operation on the edge region involves finding and labeling the outer circles which are tangent to each other, the sequential process is to get the located angular points by judging the amount of intersection points between the circles and edge lines, and then getting the mid-perpendicular on the connection lines between the angular points for the purpose of figuring the perpendicular slope out. Finally, the ROI with the preset size of 180×180 could be obtained after the suitable rotation correction. The extraction process could also solve the problem of rotation and uneven illumination. The specific result of ROI extraction is shown as Fig. 1b . [7] , Bai, Z h o u and Xue [8, 9] have designed the multi-scale top-hat transform for the image enhancement with the strategy of conducting enhancement on the detailed feature above different scale levels, but there exists great redundancy when realizing the enhancement operation and they are all lacking in flexibility with the unified criterion on the detailed feature, and the cited processing expressions are (8) = + 0.5 o − 0.5 c . The calculating parameters are defined that:
In the theory expressions, f stands for the input image, g stands for the enhanced image. It can be analyzed from this that the realization of enhancement is based on the repeated adding operation of the detailed features which results in lacking of operation adaptability. As mentioned above, the WTH transform can extract the light feature of images that is smaller than the structural elements in size while the BTH can extract the dark feature, so the idea of importing the control factor to make adjustment to the extracted detailed feature is fulfilled to realize the contrast enhancement by way of enlarging the gray value diversity. And the above theorybased process consists of ROI extraction and extracting the difference value at the adjacent scale which is able to adequately avoid the unnecessary enhancement to the detailed information. The feature extraction at different scale "i" can be fulfilled by the next equation: (9) { WTH = − ∘ , 0 ≤ ≤ , BTH = ⦁ − , 0 ≤ ≤ , WTH , BTH represent the light and dark detailed feature respectively, which are smaller than the preset structural elements.
The infinite feature extraction methods involve extracting the vein light and dark feature for later process, and the expressions to realize the extraction is fulfilled by
Suppose that the maximum decomposition scale is set as n, the result after multiscale top-hat processing based on the above equations could be expressed as (12) Xop → {Xop o1 , Xop 2 , ⋯ , Xop ⋯ , Xop }, (13) Xcl → {Xcl 1 , Xcl 2 , ⋯ , Xcl ⋯ , Xcl }. Xop , Xcl represent the set of detailed information at the adjacent scale, and the key design for the later enhancement process is how to effectively enhance the detailed information while avoiding importing fake vein information. The solution is to import the control factor regarding to the different detailed character at the different scale, the feature expressions after the process are shown as (14) Xop 
Realization of enhancement based on the extracted multi-scale feature
According to the analysis on the character of vein images, it can be concluded that the detailed character is mainly reflected on the contrast value between the vein information and the background information, so the enhancement degree on both the white and black region needs to be designed separately. The degree of enhancement on both the black and white region is set as the same weight after trials and efforts. And then, the nonlinear transformation is designed to realize the global normalization, the specific flow chart of the proposed enhancement method is as shown in Fig. 2 . 
Construction and experiment of enhancement function based on the edge gradient information
Based on the analysis on the feature distribution, it can be concluded that the white detailed feature information is seen as the background, while the corresponding black detailed one as the vein information, so the enhancement on the contrast is to strengthen the gray difference between the feature information and background information, the infinite transformation formulation is expressed as
where k is set as 0.6 after numbers of experiments on the low quality vein images, e is the expression of vein images after enhancement operation for the input image f. and the image edge gradient information is adopted in the design of the control factor for the reason that the later recognition experiment utilizes the edge information distribution orientation. The construction method of the infinite control factor δ i in every scale can be expressed as (17) ( , ) = Sigmoid (ℎ ( , ) − ℎ max+ℎ min 2
).
The definition of ℎ is shown as follows:
. Meanwhile, the ℎ max and ℎ min respectively stands for the maximum and minimum part of ℎ . And the spatial distribution of the function relevant to the character of the vein image is a "big part in middle and gradually decrease towards the two sides from the middle".
Re-enhancement based on the constructed non-linear function
According to the visual effect and feature parameters evaluation result we can conclude that the global gray value of the enhanced image is relatively high, so it is necessary to adjust the global gray value to improve the enhancement performance, where the paper introduces the nonlinear function for the re-enhancement process based on analysis results in paper [9, 10] , the transformation is expressed as (18) e2 = ( e ( , )) = { 2( e ( , )) 2 , 0 ≤ e ≤ , 1 − 2(1 − e ( , )) 2 , < e ≤ 1. In that expression, , ∈ [0, 1], is set so as the transform the turning point with the discipline so that when e ≤ , the value is going nearer to 0 and when < e , the value is going nearer to 1. And the k-value changing phenomenon is the result of function ( e ( , )) and enhancement result changing with the value set, the final result is set as 0.5 after numerous experiments.
Gray normalization
After the process on the low quality vein image, the relatively high quality result is obtained with the unexpected result that the intensity distribution is more concentrated, which will bring the final recognition rate down, so it is necessary to import the normalization process which can strengthen the gray value region into[0 , 255], the transformation is expressed as 
Results and discussions
The iterative image processing results by the described methods is as shown in Fig. 3 . To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, the paper also introduces other state-of-the-art methods including HE (histogram equalization), Traditional Morphological Filtering method (TMF) are also introduced in the experiment design, The final evaluation system focusing on the visual observation is designed involving the quality evaluation parameter design and calculation of crosspoints.
In the visual effect evaluation part, the enhancement part by HE has the disadvantages of high global value and local vein information distortion, resulting in loss of detailed vein information and low recognition rate; the result after TMF has the disadvantages of importing fake vein information with high redundancy, the proposed enhancement methods not only realize the enhancement on the feature information but also restrict the noise enlarging during the procedure which is of a great benefit for the later segmentation and recognition experiment, and it also brings about great improvement on the visual effect comparing to the introduced state-ofthe-art methods, the specific results are as Fig. 4 . , and e respectively stands for the vein images before and after enhancement process, × is the size of the input image.
Meanwhile, the paper also introduces the linear fuzzy index [11, 12] to realize the evaluation on the image sharpness situation, where the infinite definition is (22) γ
max is the maximum value of . And it can be inferred from here that the higher the PSNR value, the better the enhancement effect with less noise creation, while on the other hand, the lower the γ value, the higher the resolution. So the paper introduces the definition of descriptor PN (as 24 shows) that can well reflect the level of noise and sharpness of images. (24) PN = PSNR .
Time consumption.
To further compare the performance of the referred enhancement algorithms, the results of time consumption are also regarded as an important comparative factor. All the experiments have been run on the same X86_32 Windows PC with 2 GB of memory and i_3&2+ GHz processor. It should be noted that the PC used for the experiment is relatively low-configuration to ensure convenient algorithm transplantation to embedded system for the design of portable vein recognition device. Besides, all the experiment is conducted with one sampled image sized as 180×180 pixels. The infinite result of the statistical parameters distribution is as shown in Table 1 . It can be concluded from that that both the traditional evaluation (IE and PSNR) value and the newly-created PN value, obtained by the processed method, are higher than that of the traditional methods. The specific performance criterion is that the higher of IE, the more abundant of the detailed information; and the higher of PSNR, the better of image quality; the higher of PN, the more useful vein information and less noise creation.
As for the time consumption, it is far more satisfactory that the value of the proposed algorithm within 1s with extremely good enhancement result. However, it is 10 times of the classical HE model as a result of three-staged processing design: edge gradient information collection (0.2659 s), enhancement by the nonlinear function (0.2137) and normalization procedure (0.1332 s). It is still more fastcomputation than the TMF model with a better enhancement performance.
Conclusion and future work
As for the research on vein recognition, the core problem is that the captured vein images cannot be used for feature extraction and recognition experiment directly, due to its low quality. Focusing on the problem, the paper proposes the enhancement algorithms combing the multi-scale top-hat transform with the special design of nonlinear function. Firstly, the algorithm constructs the edge gradient informationbased enhancement function for the first-layer process. In the second-layer process, the algorithm imports the design of the specific non-linear transformation function based on the first-layer result. Finally the algorithm imports the gray normalization process to strengthen the global gray distribution. The proposed algorithm, which can not only improves the detailed information distribution but also realizing the restriction in noise creation during filtering process, is fast-computation and betterperformance than the state-of-the-art enhancement methods.
For future extension of our work, we are going to work on designing an unsupervised method (i.e., k-means [13] and CNN [14] ) to figure out the better control factor in edge gradient information calculation. What's more, direct enhancement on RGB images will be tried and discussed later to find another efficient framework on not only vein images but also other low-contrast medical images enhancement problem.
